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1 Introduction
One of the pressing problems in string phenomenology and formal string theory is to in-
crease our understanding of controlled mechanisms to break supersymmetry (SUSY). In
the supergravity limit of string theory one can attempt to construct explicit solutions de-
scribing SUSY-breaking phenomena. A popular method relies on adding SUSY-breaking
branes (anti-branes) to SUSY backgrounds whose warping can redshift the SUSY-breaking
sources and hence control their back-reaction [1–4]. In the context of the AdS/CFT corre-
spondence such supergravity solutions might capture the elusive dynamical SUSY-breaking
in strongly coupled gauge theories. Away from the decoupling limit, in compact models, the
previously proposed methods for SUSY-breaking could lead to a landscape of meta-stable
de Sitter vacua in string theory [4].
Recently these SUSY-breaking mechanisms have been the subject of heavy scrutiny
because of certain, potentially unphysical, singularities found in the supergravity solutions,
see for instance [5–7] for the earliest comments. These singularities arise because of a no-
force condition that is being violated: the fluxes in the throat geometries feel a force that
draws them towards the SUSY-breaking brane at the tip of the warped throat [8–10].
Indeed, the specific form of the singularity is such that the density in the fluxes diverges
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near the source. The orientation of the fluxes is furthermore such that it describes an
infinite pile-up of brane charge dissolved in fluxes with a sign opposite to that of the
SUSY-breaking brane. The force on the fluxes can be thought of as the force on a test
D-brane inside the throat since fluxes act in a way very similar to a smooth distribution
of branes.
One reason to worry about the singular flux density is that high flux densities, when
they grow indefinitely, trigger perturbative brane-flux annihilation, turning the background
perturbatively unstable [11, 12]. To circumvent these issues we are interested in solutions
that break SUSY but at the same time still preserve the no-force condition on the fluxes or
test Dp-branes. This is by no means a unique way to circumvent the singularities inherent to
anti-brane solutions, but the no-force condition is one of the reasons why supersymmetric
backgrounds are easier controllable. Non-SUSY solutions sharing the no-force property
might be the first place to look for controlled SUSY-breaking.
In this paper we are able to find first-order (“fake SUSY like”) equations for such
solutions. It is intriguing that we can find explicit first-order flows that break SUSY but
preserve the no-force condition. As it turns out, our new solutions indeed evade the singular
flux-pile up that are typical to solutions that break the no-force condition. The case of p = 3
is analysed in some detail and the SUSY solution is the so-called Klebanov-Tseytlin (KT)
solution [13]. The solutions we find are distortions of the KT solution that are controlled
by a deformation parameter. The UV behavior of the solutions is identical to KT and some
of the new solutions have also a very similar IR region, which contains a naked singularity.
In case SUSY is not broken it is well known that this singularity can be resolved either by
deforming the conifold [14] or by putting the system at finite temperature [15]. We leave
the question whether the singularity can be resolved for future work, though we initiate an
attempt to describe the finite temperature solution through first-order equations.
Non-SUSY no-force solutions have already occurred in the literature. Such a back-
ground was for instance constructed in [16], but the approach of [16] differs from ours since
it leads to second-order equations of motion.1
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we review the relation between first-
order flow equations, Hamilton-Jacobi theory and fake SUSY applied to domain wall flows
in theories of gravity coupled to scalars subject to some scalar potential. We use this
formalism to describe the new SUSY-breaking fractional branes in section 3. To apply our
formalism to this set-up we first dimensionally reduce the 10-dimensional geometry to a
flat domain wall Ansatz. We discuss the absence of a force on a test Dp-brane inside the
throat. Section 4 extends the analysis to finite temperature and we conclude in section 5.
In appendix A we briefly discuss the curved (AdS-sliced) domain walls of the theories we
have investigated and their lift to ten dimensions.
2 Effective actions and first-order flows
In gravity theories, coupled ordinary first-order equations (flow equations) can arise when-
ever the Ansa¨tze contain sufficient spacetime symmetries (e.g. spherical black holes, FLRW
1More well known are IIB flux solutions on conformal Calabi-Yau spaces with ISD 3-form fluxes that
have a (0, 3)-component [17].
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cosmologies, domain walls). The equations of motion can then be recast into ordinary
differential equations of the standard Hamiltonian form which can be derived from a one-
dimensional effective action:
I =
∫
dρ
(
1
2
Gij(q)q˙
iq˙j − V(q)
)
. (2.1)
The canonical variables qi (i = 1, . . . , N) are the undetermined functions of a single coor-
dinate, ρ, in the solution Ansa¨tze. The conditions for preserving some amount of SUSY
then become first-order flow equations, typically of the form of an autonomous system:
q˙i = F i(q1, . . . , qN ) , (2.2)
where F i are certain functions of the canonical variables. Such first-order integrations
can sometimes be found for solutions that break SUSY as has been observed over the
last 10 years for black holes, domain walls, cosmologies and general, non-SUSY, p-brane
solutions. In fact, many of these examples are related by dimensional reduction, which
then relate the corresponding first-order equations. When a p-brane is reduced over its
spatial worldvolume it becomes a black hole (0-brane). If, instead, it is reduced over the
angles in the transversal space it becomes a domain wall.
It has been observed by several authors that the first-order equations (2.2) are instances
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in classical mechanics [18–21]. This implies that the first-
order equations (2.2) are equivalent to gradient flow equations:
q˙i = Gij
∂S
∂qj
, (2.3)
where the gradient function S(q) is Hamilton’s principal function. In the supergravity
literature this gradient function is sometimes called fake superpotential. This is, how-
ever, a slight abuse of language since SUSY-like equations (2.2) are only equivalent to
Hamilton-Jacobi equations when the principal function factorises [21] as further reviewed
in section 2.2. To avoid confusion, from here on we will use the abbreviation S-function.
2.1 Algebraic Hamilton-Jacobi theory
We first revise some aspects of Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) theory. Thanks to diffeomorphism
covariance it is always possible to parametrise the gravitational Ansa¨tze of interest such that
neither the metric Gij nor the potential V in (2.1) have explicit ρ-dependence. Hamilton’s
principal function then takes the form S(qi)−Eρ, where the first term is ρ-independent and
E is a constant, which has the interpretation of energy for ordinary dynamical systems.2
The S-function then satisfies the following Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equation:
1
2
Gij
∂S
∂qi
∂S
∂qj
+ V = E . (2.4)
2For a separated solution S(qi, t) = S ′(qi) − Et, the function S ′ is usually called the characteristic
function. However, in all of the example we will consider E = 0, and so we will still refer both to S and S ′
as the principal function and use the same notation for the two of them.
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The non-dynamical part of the Einstein equations enforces an algebraic “zero energy”
constraint for the gravitational systems of interest. For FLRW cosmologies and domain
walls this nicely translates into E = 0 in (2.4). Spherical black holes, on the other hand,
have E = 0 for extremal solutions and non-zero E for non-extremal ones, where E becomes
proportional to ST , the product of entropy and temperature.3
The canonical momenta pi associated to the canonical variables in (2.1) are defined by
pi = Gij q˙
j . The HJ equations of motion then take the form:
pi =
∂S
∂qi
, (2.5)
which are thus equivalent to the flow equations (2.3).
HJ theory implies that a first-order integration always exists locally. These flow equa-
tions (2.3) may be integrated to obtain a solution to the equations of motion. However,
the original purpose of HJ theory is not to integrate first-order equations but rather solve
them algebraically. Recall that the most general solution to the HJ equation depends on
N constants of motion αi. For convenience we identify αN as E. The HJ formalism then
implies that the quantities:
βi ≡ ∂S
(
qk, αk
)
∂αi
i = 1, . . . , N , (2.6)
are also constants of motion, β˙i = 0. Consequently (2.6) and (2.3) become a set of algebraic
equations for qi(ρ) and pi(ρ) (or, equivalently q˙
i(ρ)) in terms of αi’s and β
i’s, which are
in turn determined by the initial conditions. The physical meaning of the constants αi’s
and βi’s is easy to understand by recalling that Hamilton’s principal function is in fact
a generating function for a certain canonical transformation
(
qi, pi
) → (Qi, Pi). The HJ
equation (2.4) for S then implies that the new Hamiltonian H˜ (Qi, Pi) identically vanishes,
guaranteeing that P˙ = 0 and Q˙ = 0. If the S-function depends on qi’s and Pi’s, then αi
and βi correspond to Pi and Q
i respectively.
In practice, finding a complete solution of the HJ equation (2.4) is rather rare and
one can typically only hope to find the dependence on a few αi’s out of the full set of
N constants. If, for instance, S(qi, α1) is available, then we end up with one algebraic
equation, namely (2.6) for i = 1, together with N−1 first-order differential equations (2.3),
which we still have to solve.
For completeness, let us mention that starting from S (qi, αi) we can always introduce
a new generating function S˜ (qi, βi) by performing a Legendre transformation on the αi’s:
S˜ (qi, βi) = S (qi, αi)− βjαj , (2.7)
where βi on the right hand side is defined by (2.6).4 Although the new principal function,
S˜ (qi, βi), seems to provide a new solution of the HJ equation, the final solution of the
3To be more precise, E is zero both for extremal and non-extremal solutions but the non-extremal black
holes have a constant term in the potential of (2.4) which can then be reinterpreted as the energy [22].
4One can verify that the new S-function solves the original HJ equation simply by noticing that
∂S
∂qi
∣∣∣∣
αj
=
∂S˜
∂qi
∣∣∣∣∣
βj
, (2.8)
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equations of motion is merely a reparametrization of the solution obtained using the original
principal function S (qi, αi).
2.2 Relation with fake supersymmetry
The prime goal of this subsection is to clarify the connection between the superpotential
approach and the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism applied to gravity systems. The discussion
is based on [18, 21].
Consider the following action of gravity coupled to n scalar fields in D spacetime
dimensions:
S =
∫ √−g{R− 1
2
hab∂φ
a∂φb − V (φ)
}
a, b = 1, . . . , n . (2.9)
Such theories can support non-trivial domain wall geometries which are solutions to the
following metric Ansatz:
ds2D = f(z)
2dz2 + g(z)2dΣ2k , (2.10)
where the D − 1 dimensional metric Σ2k is either Minkowskian (k = 0), AdS (k = −1) or
dS (k = +1). In what follows we consider Minkowski-sliced domain walls, also known as
flat domain walls. The scalar fields are considered to depend on the coordinate z which
parametrizes the distance from the wall located at some fixed value z = z0. The function
f(z) in the metric is a gauge choice and can (locally) be chosen at will. It is well known
that for any function W that obeys
V =
1
2
hab∂aW∂bW − D − 1
4(D − 2)W
2 , (2.11)
the following first-order flows [23] (where a dot denotes a z-derivative):
f−1φ˙a = −hab∂bW , (2.12)
f−1
g˙
g
=
W
2(D − 2) , (2.13)
solve the second-order equations of motion. This functionW is called a fake superpotential
when it is not related to supersymmetry and for supersymmetric solutions it corresponds
to the genuine superpotential.
As discussed in various papers [18–21] these first-order equations are a manifestation of
the Hamilton-Jacobi formalism for one-dimensional Hamiltonian systems. The Hamiltonian
system is defined by the second-order differential equations, which can be derived from the
following effective action obtained from the Ansa¨tze (2.9), (2.10):
I =
∫
dρ
{
gD−1
f
(
−1
2
habφ˙
aφ˙b + (D − 1)(D − 2)
(
g˙
g
)2)
− fgD−1V
}
. (2.14)
The variable f is algebraic (since it stems from a degree of freedom that can be gauged
away) and it enforces the zero energy constraint E = 0. One must choose a gauge for f
which also shows that the physical meanings of αi’s and β
i’s is reversed under the transformation.
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to regard this as a Hamiltonian system in n+ 1 variables g, φi and impose the zero energy
constraint separately. When Hamilton’s principal function S(q) factorises as follows [21]:
S = gD−1W(φ) , (2.15)
the HJ equations (2.3), (2.4) with E = 0 reproduces exactly the fake SUSY first-order flow
equations (2.11)–(2.13), independently of the chosen gauge for f .5 When such solutions
have a holographic dual, the first-order HJ equation (2.3) is dual to the RG-flow equations
of the gauge theory [18]. Whether this factorisation can always occur is a subtle issue [21]
and is still under investigation [24].
3 Fractional branes as domain walls
In this section we study Ansa¨tze that captures p-branes magnetically charged under the
F8−p RR field strength along with extra NSNS H3 flux and RR F6−p flux. The latter
fluxes can be combined into a (9 − p)-form H3 ∧ F6−p that acts as a smooth magnetic
source together with the singular p-brane source:
dF8−p = H3 ∧ F6−p + δ9−p(Dp) . (3.1)
Such solutions play a prominent role for non-conformal holographic backgrounds or, when
the Dp-brane is replaced by an Op-plane [25], serve as standard flux compactifications.
Maybe the most well known example is the Klebanov-Strassler geometry [14] for p = 3,
but here we study more symmetric examples for p = 3 [13] and for general p [25–27].
The way we proceed is to first reduce the brane solutions over the angles in their
transversal space to a flat domain wall in p+ 2 dimensions. This allows us to write down
the effective action (2.1) in a simple manner and in doing so we also make contact with
the concept of fake SUSY, which was historically developed for the special case of domain
walls [28]. We find new first-order flow equations that preserve one interesting property
of the SUSY solutions: the force on a probe Dp brane inside the throat vanishes for any
position of the probe.
Not every new domain wall flow that solves the equations of motion is necessarily a
physical solution. For domain walls in 5D (i.e. p = 3) we investigate the solutions in some
details and observe that they all posses a naked singularity at small radius whereas the
large radius behaviour is identical to the SUSY Klebanov-Tseytlin (KT) solution. The
KT solution also has a naked singularity but it is known to be resolved when the conifold
is deformed [14], yielding the Klebanov-Strassler (KS) solution. There exists a simple
criterion [29] for naked singularities to be admissible. Assuming that the singularities have
certain brane interpretation, at finite temperature the solution must develop a horizon.
Hence, the criterion states that admissible singularities must be cloaked by a horizon at
sufficiently high temperature. This will briefly be discussed in section 4.
In the next subsection we present the 10D Ansatz of IIA/IIB SUGRA that describes
our solutions.
5Notice that f in (2.14) can be absorbed in a proper ρ-coordinate redefinition.
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3.1 Dissolved fractional branes (branes in throats)
In 10D Einstein frame we consider the following Ansatz:
ds210 = e
2A(ρ)ds2p+1 + e
2B(ρ)ds29−p . (3.2)
The worldvolume metric is assumed to be flat, ds2p+1 = ηµνdx
µdxν , whereas the transversal
space is assumed to be a cone over a base space, Σ8−p, with the following metric:
ds29−p = dρ
2 + e2C(ρ)
[
gΣij(ψ)dψ
idψj
]
, (3.3)
where ρ is the radial coordinate and the metric gΣij is assumed to be Einstein:
RΣij = (7− p)gΣij , (3.4)
such that for e2C = ρ2 the metric ds29−p is Ricci flat. The field content that supports the
metric is given by:
H3 = dB2 = b
′(ρ)dρ ∧ 2
F6−p = m ?8−p 2 (3.5)
F8−p = Q8−p +B2 ∧ F6−p ,
where ?8−p is the Hodge star on the base space Σ8−p, m is some constant which measures
the fractional fluxes and 2 is a 2-form on the cone base. The constant Q can be absorbed
in the definition of b(ρ) but it will be useful to keep Q explicit in order to discuss the limit
m→ 0 where it becomes related to the brane charge. The field equations require that the
two-form 2 is closed and co-closed. The fields only depend on ρ. As usual there is the
subtlety that the Ansatz for F5 has to be changed to:
F5 = (1 + ?10)(Q5 +B2 ∧ F3) . (3.6)
The known solutions are given by [25, 26]:
ds210 = H
p−7
8 ds2p+1(x
a) +H
p+1
8 ds29−p(y
i) , (3.7)
eφ = gsH
3−p
4 , (3.8)
F8−p = −g
3−p
4
s ?9−p (∂iHdyi) , (3.9)
F6−p = g
− p+1
4
s ?9−p H3 , (3.10)
where, again, the transversal and world-volume metrics are Ricci flat. The Hodge star ?9−p
is defined with respect to the flat metric ds29−p(yi). For p = 1, 2, 4, 6, we have explicitly:
H = C2 +
Q˜
r7−p
− g
p−1
2
s m2
2(p− 3)(p− 5)
1
r10−2p
, (3.11)
where C2 is arbitrary. For asymptotically (Ricci) flat backgrounds we can set C2 = 1 and
in the decoupling limit C2 is taken to be zero. Q˜ determines the charge of the p-brane at
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the tip (but such an interpretation is subtle) and, up to factors and constants, it agrees
with the Q introduced in (3.5). We use r as the notation for the radial coordinate, instead
of ρ, when we employ the gauge choice
e2C(r) = r2 , (3.12)
in the cone-metric (3.3).
According to [26] there exist no solutions with p = 5. For p = 3 the last term becomes
a logarithm:
H = C2 +
Q˜
r4
+
gsm
2
16 r4
(
4 ln r + 1
)
. (3.13)
Supersymmetry requires the choice of a suitable conical internal space. For D3 branes
(p = 3) the metric dΩ5 should be that of an Einstein-Sasaki space, such as the conifold
T 1,1 and this solution was first described by Klebanov and Tseytlin in [13] and will be
referred to as KT in what follows.
For p = 6 no SUSY is possible with this Ansatz. A more general solution for p = 6
was found in [27] and is characterised by the following choice for H:
H(r, z) = 1 +
Q˜
r
− 1
6
g
5
2
s m
2r2 + cz , (3.14)
where z is a Cartesian spatial coordinate on the D6 worldvolume, m is the Romans mass
and c a constant. When m and c both vanish this is the standard extremal D6 solution in
IIA supergravity, which preserves 1/2 of the supersymmetry. When m 6= 0 it was shown
that maximally 1/4 of the supersymmetry could be preserved if c = m.
3.2 The lower-dimensional theory
The metric on the (9 − p)-dimensional space transversal to the brane can be written in
polar coordinates and for p-branes with sufficient symmetries the fields only depend on the
radial coordinate and not on the angles. The angles themselves parameterise a space Σ8−p
with Einstein metric of positive curvature. It is natural to perform a dimensional reduction
over the Einstein space such that the p-brane has but a single transversal direction (the
radial direction) in the reduced theory that lives in p+ 2 spacetime dimensions. This way
p-branes reduce to domain walls. If the reduced theory is a maximal gauged supergravity,
the 1/2 SUSY domain walls lift to 1/2 SUSY p-branes in the 10-dimensional theory, see [30]
for a list of explicit examples.
The reason for reducing the 10-dimensional brane solutions to flat domain walls in
p + 2 dimensions is mainly practical; the Kaluza-Klein reduction offers a useful form for
the effective action for the unfixed degrees of freedom in the action. It also allows us to
make contact with the concept of fake supersymmetry, which is usually defined for domain
wall space-times. Although in this paper we will only barely touch upon the issue of
fake supersymmetry.
The Ansatz for a dimensional reduction over Σ8−p is simply a rewriting of the metric
Ansatz (3.2) for the fractional brane solutions:
ds210 = e
2αϕds2p+2 + e
2βϕdΣ28−p . (3.15)
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This is not the most general Ansatz but describes a consistent truncation for three dynam-
ical scalar fields in p+ 2 dimensions: φ, ϕ, b. If we choose
β = − pα
8− p , α
2 =
8− p
16p
, (3.16)
the reduced theory is in Einstein frame and the scalar ϕ is canonically normalised. The
reduced action is:
I =
∫ √−gp+2{Rp+2 − 1
2
(∂ϕ)2 − 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
e
4pα
8−pϕ−φ(∂b)2 − V (ϕ, φ, b)
}
, (3.17)
with the following scalar potential:
V (ϕ, φ, b) = −(8− p)(7− p)e 16α8−pϕ + 1
2
m2e
2α
8−p (8+5p−p2)ϕ+
(p−1)
2
φ
+
1
2
(Q+mb)2e2(p+1)αϕ+
(p−3)
2
φ . (3.18)
Flat domain walls. If we take a flat domain wall metric (2.10) for ds2p+2 then one can
indeed map the fractional Dp Ansatz (3.2), (3.5) to (3.15), i.e. when the domain wall is
uplifted to 10d. The known SUSY fractional Dp solutions discussed in (3.7)–(3.10) can be
obtained from the following principal function:
S0(g, φ, ϕ, b) = gp+1
(
(Q+mb) e
(p−3)
4
φ+(p+1)αϕ ± 2(8− p)e 88−pαϕ
)
. (3.19)
This principal function is indeed of the fake SUSY form (2.15) such that the term between
brackets defines the superpotential W(φ, ϕ, b) (2.15):
W(φ, ϕ, b) = (Q+mb) e (p−3)4 φ+(p+1)αϕ ± 2(8− p)e 88−pαϕ . (3.20)
One can explicitly check that W obeys (2.11) with D = p + 2 for the system defined
in (3.17), (3.18).
Curved domain walls. One could also wonder about the curved (AdS-sliced) domain
walls of the reduced theories in p + 2 dimensions. Since we have not yet found first-order
flow equations for all p (for p = 6 this has already been found in [31]). We rather discuss
the would-be solutions in general in the appendix to demonstrate how their lift predicts a
generalisation of a set of warped compact AdS vacua of recent interest [9, 31–35].
3.3 Non-SUSY solutions
The main result of this paper is that we have found a second family of solutions of the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
S1(c) = gp+1
(
(Q+mb) e
(p−3)
4
φ+(p+1)αϕ
± 2(8− p) e 88−pαϕ cosh (γ1φ+ γ2ϕ+ γ3 ln(g) + c)
)
, (3.21)
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where:
γ1 =
(7− p)
4
√
p+ 1
2(8− p) , γ2 = −4
(p− 3)
(7− p)γ1α , γ3 =
γ2
α
, (3.22)
and c is an arbitrary real constant. Obviously c is an example of the constant α1 we
introduced in section 2. Part of the inspiration that led us to this solution of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation comes from the example of a free-scalar field in AdS whose superpotential
is of the cosh-form. The parameter c should correspond to a Noether charge associated to
a symmetry of the effective action. We have not yet been able to identify this symmetry.
It is not immediately clear that the principal function S1(c) describes solutions that
can be seen as one-parameter deformations of the SUSY solutions described by S0 since
there is no limit for the integration constant c for which S1(c) coincides with S0. However,
we can look at the Legendre transform, (2.7), which generates an equivalent S-function,
S2(d), as explained in section 2.1:
S2(d) = (Q+mb) gp+1 e
(p−3)
4
φ+(p+1)αϕ ± 2
√
d2 + (8− p)2g2(p+1)e 168−pαϕ (3.23)
+2d
[
γ1φ+
(
γ2 +
8α
8− p
)
ϕ+ (γ3 + p+ 1) ln(g)
]
−2d ln
(√
d2 + (8− p)2g2(p+1)e 168−pαϕ ± d
)
,
where d is analogous to β1 in (2.6). This one-parameter family S2(d), with the continuous
parameter d, is connected to the SUSY solutions described by S0 by taking d = 0, i.e.
S2(d = 0) = S0. The first-order flows from S1(c) and S2(d) can be mapped to each other
by substituting c as a function of d and the other fields: c = c(d, φ, ϕ, b, g).
In the absence of H3 and F6−p flux (m = 0) we can obtain explicit solutions and they
coincide with the non-SUSY brane solutions constructed earlier by Lu and Pope in [36].
For the latter solutions it was indeed observed that they could be found from a first-order
order formulation [22] and our results can be seen as an extension that includes extra form
fluxes. In the decoupling limit of the p = 3 solution we expect that our new solutions
coincide with the ones of [37].
(Fake) supersymmetry. The known SUSY solutions are found from the principle func-
tion S0,6 hence the new principle functions S1(c) (or equivalently S2(d)) give rise to non-
SUSY solutions. We therefore can verify whether the new solutions are fake SUSY, prior
to solving the first-order Hamilton-Jacobi flow equations. Earlier we mentioned that fake
SUSY is usually defined as a factorisation of the principle function (2.15). The principle
function S1(c) in (3.21) factorises in the sense (2.15) when p = 3 such that we may naively
speak of a fake superpotential. However, the fully equivalent principal function S2 in (3.23)
does not factorise and one would correspondingly not speak of fake SUSY. This confusion is
related to the subtlety pointed out in [21] and can be resolved by a more careful definition
of the concept of fake supersymmetry, which is the subject of future work [24].
6To be more precise, the solutions defined by S0 are SUSY for a proper choice of the metric dΩ8−p.
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Explicit analysis for p = 3. We have not been able to find analytic solutions for all
fields to the first-order flow equations for these new principal functions for generic values of
c. However, having the first-order equations at hand a numerical integration becomes rather
straightforward. We now present some analytic and numerical results for p = 3 from the
10d point of view for easy comparison to the known fractional brane solutions [13, 25, 26].
We focus on solutions in the decoupling limit, by which we mean that the large r behavior
corresponds with that of solution (3.13) with C2 = 0.
To compare the new solutions with the known SUSY ones (3.13), we are interested
in the behaviour of A, B, b in (3.2), (3.5) and the dilaton φ. We employ the standard
gauge for the radial coordinate r in (3.12), used in (3.13).7 The flow equations derived
from (3.19), (3.21), (3.23) can be rewritten to the 10d field basis, for S0 this becomes:
A′ =
(Q+mb)e−4B
4r5
, b′ = m
eφ
r
, (3.24)
B′ = −(Q+mb)e
−4B
4r5
, φ′ = 0. (3.25)
Here a prime indicates differentiation w.r.t. r. This is the SUSY case and it is clear
that we can impose Ricci flat conditions at large r. The flow can be integrated to
give (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.13). The non-SUSY flows, defined by S1(c) only dif-
fer in the equations for B and φ while the equations for A and b remain unchanged. Using
S1(c) one finds:
B′ = −(Q+mb)e
−4B
4r5
+
1
r
(
cosh
(√
2
5
φ+ c
)
− 1
)
, (3.26)
φ′ = −2
√
10
r
sinh
(√
2
5
φ+ c
)
.
Additionally, HJ theory provides us with an algebraic equation (2.6) relating the constants
c and d:
d = −5e4A+4Br4 sinh
(√
2
5
φ+ c
)
. (3.27)
We will now solve the equations arising from S1 and compare it to the SUSY solu-
tions (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), (3.13). In our conventions we have Q > 0 such that we end
up with the standard D3 brane solution in the limit m → 0.8 The non-SUSY dilaton
equation can be straightforwardly integrated to give:
eφ(r) = eφ∞
(
r4 − r4s
r4 + r4s
)√ 5
2
. (3.28)
Here we identified c in S1 with the value of the dilaton at r →∞:
c = −
√
2
5
φ∞ , (3.29)
7This corresponds to the choice f(r) = r−1e
8β
p
ϕ
.
8A negative Q could be interpreted as an orientifold solution since one obtains an orientifold solution in
flat space in the limit m = 0.
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and rs is an integration constant corresponding with the minimal value of the radial coor-
dinate r. With this choice of the sign in front of r4s , the string coupling goes to zero for
r → rs, while for the opposite sign it diverges at r = rs. In what follows we will stick with
the former option. In the SUSY case the dilaton is obviously constant, which is reproduced
for rs = 0.
Next, we solve for eA+B using the A′ and B′ equations in (3.24) and (3.26) respectively.
For the SUSY background A+B = 0 everywhere while the non-SUSY solution gives:
e4(A(r)+B(r)) = 1−
(rs
r
)8
. (3.30)
This result suggests that we have a singularity at r = rs as long as rs does not vanish and
we have verified that this is indeed the case. Again, for rs = 0 we reproduce the SUSY
solution. One can verify that d = 10r4s .
The solution of the b(r) equation of motion is simple but does not have a neat analytic
form. For large r the function b(r) diverges as in the KT solution:
b(r) ≈ meφ∞ ln r + . . . , (3.31)
and near r = rs the function b(r) is finite:
b(r) = bs +O
(
(r − rs)
√
5
2
+1
)
. (3.32)
Although bs is clearly a gauge constant and the full 3-form flux H3 does not depend on
it, a shift in bs nevertheless corresponds to a large gauge transformation, since within our
Ansatz
∫
S2,r=constB2 = b(r), where S
2 is the 2-sphere on the conifold base. The full 10d
background will therefore be sensitive to the choice of bs similar to what happens in the
SUSY KT geometry.
Finally we are in a position to study the behaviour of e−4A such that the full solution
is understood. The relevant equation is:
(
e−4A
)′
= −(Q+mb(r))
r5
e−4(A+B) = −(Q+mb(r)) r
3
r8 − r8s
. (3.33)
In the far UV (r →∞) the solution has the familiar form in agreement with the SUSY case:
e−4A ≈ 1
4
m2eφ∞ · ln r
r4
+O (r−4) , (3.34)
but the IR behaviour (r = rs) depends on the sign of Q + mb(rs). Loosely speaking the
combination Q+mb(r) can be interpreted as an effective charge density. Since the solutions
are such that an effective no-force condition holds (see below), this effective charge is also
an effective tension. Let us define re as the radius where Q + mb(re) = 0. At r = re the
effective tension of the “would be” brane changes sign and gravity becomes repulsive. In
the SUSY case the singularity is located at a radius smaller than re, let us call this radius
r∗. The non-SUSY solutions, on the other hand, allow to shift the radius of the singularity
rs such that both solutions with re > rs and re < rs exist.
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These two possibilities lead to a very different behaviour near the singularity. If we
reach the singularity before Q+mb(r) changes sign, re < rs, then (3.33) shows that e
−4A
diverges as:
e−4A ≈ −(Q+mb(rs)) ln(r − rs) + . . . . (3.35)
Note that while the metric is singular, the string coupling eφ, goes to zero at r = rs. This
behaviour is new and not present in the SUSY case.
If, on the contrary, re > rs then Q + mb(r) turns negative in the IR and this forces
e−4A → 0, even before we reach r = rs. This behaviour is very similar to the SUSY case.
The radius, r∗(rs, re), at which e−4A becomes zero is defined through:
e−4A(r∗(rs,re)) =
∫ ∞
r∗(rs,re)
dr(Q+mb(r))
r3
r8 − r8s
= 0 , (3.36)
and satisfies rs < r∗(rs, re) < re. Note that (3.36) only makes sense if Q+mb(r) becomes
negative. This shows that whenever re > rs, we find a singularity at r∗(rs, re) but, contrary
to the re < rs case, the dilaton is well behaved (finite) at the singularity. This singularity
is also very similar to the KT singularity of the SUSY case, which is confirmed by a
numerical treatment which also shows that r∗(rs, re) agrees with r∗ in the limit rs → 0.
The singularity at rs is no longer present as the geometry only exists for r > r∗(rs, re).
In the limiting case, rs = re, the function e
−4A approaches a finite value at r = rs.
The above discussion is confirmed by a numerical treatment of the first-order flows.
We focused on the solutions for which the string coupling decreases in the IR. A non-
SUSY solution with re > rs is shown in figure 1. It is indeed very similar to the KT
solution. Figure 2 shows a non-SUSY solution with re < rs, where e
2A is forced to go
to zero according to (3.35). The pictures are plots of the solutions that asymptote to
the KT background, which means that the solutions are asymptotically AdS (up to the
usual logarithm).
Physical interpretation? If we ignore the issues of the singularities for a moment, we
can compute physical properties of these solutions. One such a non-trivial property that
we have found is that the force on a probe p-brane identically vanishes for all solutions
that satisfy the first-order equations given by S0 and S1(c) (or, equivalently, S2(d)). To
see this explicitly we recall the potential on a probe p-brane:
V = −Tp
∫
p+1
e
([p−3])
4
φ
√
|gp+1|+Qp
∫
p+1
Cp+1 = −Tpe
([p−3])
4
φ(r)e(p+1)A(r) +QpC(r) . (3.37)
where we introduced the function C(r) defined via Cp+1 = C(r)p+1. In our conventions
the test brane has Tp = Qp. For all the solutions obeying the first-order flows derived from
S0, S1 and S2 the following Hodge-duality relation:
?9−p H3 = e
p+1
4
φF6−p (3.38)
is satisfied. By the virtue of the H equation of motion, this implies that, up to a constant:
C(r) = e(p+1)A+ p−34 φ . (3.39)
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Figure 1. Solutions to the flow equations which follow from S0 (dashed curve) and S1 (solid curve)
with re > rs for p = 3 and m = 1, Q = 1. Initial conditions where chosen such that the singularity of
the SUSY case (dashed) is located at r∗ ≈ 0, 286505 and re ≈ 0, 367879. For the non-SUSY solution
(solid) we have rs ≈ 0, 188588, re ≈ 0, 34466 and a singularity forms at r∗(rs, re) ≈ 0, 262082. The
vertical line denotes the point where the non-SUSY solution develops a singularity.
When this is plugged into the potential for a test Dp brane (3.37) we find that it vanishes
identically. This behavior is well known for the SUSY solutions described by S0. What
it physically means is that the charges and tension that reside in the fluxes (originating
from the dissolved fractional branes) are of equal magnitude such that the gravitational
attraction cancels exactly the Coulomb-like repulsion [8]. This behavior is typical for SUSY
solutions and we find it surprising that it extends to these new solutions.
Note that a second class of solutions exist in which we insert a minus sign in (3.38)
as follows ?9−pH3 = −e
p+1
4
φF6−p. Such solutions will then possess a no-force condition on
anti-Dp branes, which are defined by Tp = −Qp in our conventions.
Concerning the singularity at small radius, we have little insight to offer. The singular
behavior for re > rs is similar to the singular behavior of the KT solution, but, unlike
the KT solution, we do not yet know whether these solutions are any physical. According
to Gubser’s criterion for “acceptable” singularities [29], if the systems is put at finite-
temperature by introducing a blackening factor into the Ansatz, the singularity should get
cloaked by the horizon to be acceptable. This could be a test, which is however numerically
involved, and in section 4 we show that at least a class of finite T solutions can be found from
explicit first-order flows that are deformations of the first-order flows we have found here.
But since one class of the solutions has an IR singularity which resembles very closely
the singularity of the KT solution, we expect that the deformation of the conifold, as
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Figure 2. The solutions to the flow equations which follow from S0 (dashed curve) and S1 (solid
curve) with re < rs for p = 3 and m = 1, Q = 1. Initial conditions where chosen such that the
singularity of the SUSY case (dashed) is located at r∗ ≈ 0, 286505 and re ≈ 0, 367879. For the
non-SUSY solution (solid) we have rs ≈ 0, 385706 and re ≈ 0, 385133. The vertical line denotes the
point where the non-SUSY solution develops a singularity.
in [14], will resolve the IR singularity. We leave this for future investigation. To check this
interesting possibility one has to enlarge our Ansatz as we explain below. Most important
for the physical interpretation of the solution and the question of the significance of the
singularity in the IR, would be a holographic interpretation along the techniques of [38, 39].
More general Ansa¨tze. Deformations of the SUSY KT background typically involve
the running of a T 1,1 modulus w, defined as follows [40]:
ds2T 1,1 = e
8we2ψ + e
−2w
(
e2θ1 + e
2
φ1 + e
2
θ2 + e
2
φ2
)
, (3.40)
with eψ, eθ1,2 , eφ1,2 a standard labelling of the Maurer-Cartan forms on T
1,1. Solutions on
the deformed conifold, that resolve the KT singularity, require further moduli to be turned
on, as follows [13]
ds2T 1,1 = e
8we2ψ + e
−2w
(
ey1 [e2θ1 + e
2
φ1 ] + e
y2 [e2θ2 + e
2
φ2 ]
)
. (3.41)
Principle functions (superpotentials) are known for these more general situations but we
have not been able to find extensions that would reproduce the principle functions S1 or
S2 of equations (3.21), (3.23) upon truncation of the extra moduli.
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4 Towards first-order flows at finite temperature
In this section we demonstrate how our simplified fractional brane Ansa¨tze allow a finite
temperature extension that is still described by a first-order flow equation. The first-order
flow equations we find are restricted to the blackening of the simplified Ansatz (3.15) and
we have not yet been able to extend the flow to the more general Ansa¨tze used in (3.40)
for the KT black brane when p = 3 [15, 40]. The latter solutions necessarily include
the dynamical shape modulus ew of the T 1,1, see equation (3.40). Since our non-SUSY
solutions have the same UV as KT we expect the singularity to only get cloaked by a finite
temperature horizon if the relevant T 1,1 modulus is included. This seems to be confirmed
by a brief analysis of our first-order finite temperature flow.
4.1 Black domain walls
Acceptable singularities should develop a horizon at sufficiently large temperatures [29].
This can be analysed by introducing a blackening factor h2 in front of the time component
in the metric Ansatz. As before we take the action of D-dimensional gravity coupled to
scalar fields subject to a potential (2.9) and we are interested in the following Ansatz for
a domain wall at finite temperature:
ds2D = f(z)
2dz2 + g(z)2(−h(z)2dt2 + d~x2D−2) . (4.1)
If we choose a field basis in which g is replaced by G ≡ gD−1h the effective action takes a
simple form:
S =
∫
dz
{
G
f
[
(D − 2)
(D − 1)
(
G′2
G2
− h
′2
h2
)
− 1
2
habφ
′aφ′b
]
−GfV (φ)
}
, (4.2)
The h EOM can be integrated (in any gauge) to obtain:
Gh′
fh
= v , (4.3)
where v is constant. This shows that finite temperature extension of domain walls have a
very universal character. The constant v can be interpreted as a Noether charge for the
radial flow as was observed earlier in [15]. Here we solve for h explicitly. For instance, in
the gauge f = G we have:
h = exp(vz + C) , (4.4)
where C is a constant which we can take to be zero by shifting z. This eliminates one
unknown completely. If the field h is integrated out in the effective action we obtain a new
effective action but this time the Hamiltonian constraint does not set the energy equal to
zero but rather proportional to v2, in complete analogy with the non-extremality parameter
v for spherical black holes.9 The analogy even extends further since, as for black holes,
9To be more precise, the Hamiltonian constraint still sets the energy in (2.4) equal to zero, but inte-
grating out the h-EOM introduces a constant term in the potential proportional to v2 which can then be
reinterpreted as the energy.
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the non-extremality parameter turns out to be proportional to the product sT with s the
entropy density of the domain wall when regarded as a black brane in 10D and T the
temperature [15].10
Let us now briefly discuss a finite temperature extensions of the non-SUSY solutions
presented in section (3.3).
4.2 Non-SUSY at finite temperature
Interestingly one can find explicit first-order flows for the finite T solutions, similar to what
has been noticed for black holes [41] and for black branes in flat space [22]. To illustrate this
we take p = 3 and hab, V (φ) in (4.2) are defined as in (3.17), (3.18). The Hamilton-Jacobi
equation for the principle function at finite temperature is:
G2
3
(∂GS)2 − h
2
3
(∂hS)2 − 1
2
(∂ϕS)2 − 1
2
(∂φS)2 − 1
2
e
−
√
3
5
ϕ+φ
(∂bS)2 +G2V = 0 . (4.5)
We have found the following solution:
ST = G
(
mbe
√
5
3
ϕ ± 10e 2√15ϕ cosh
[
1√
5
(√
3 ln(h) sinα1 +
√
2φ cosα1 + α2
)])
. (4.6)
For α1 = 0 we recover our previous principle function at zero temperature (3.21). Let
us now briefly discuss the finite temperature solution. We have two free parameters or
constants of motion in ST , α1 and α2. HJ theory gives us two algebraic equations, namely
the following constants of motion (2.6):
β1 =
∂ST
∂α1
= ±10Ge 2√15ϕ sinh
[
1√
5
(√
3 ln(h) sinα1 +
√
2φ cosα1 + α2
)]
·
· 1√
5
(√
3 ln(h) cosα1 −
√
2φ sinα1
)
, (4.7)
β2 =
√
3
∂ST
∂α2
= ±10
√
3
5
Ge
2√
15
ϕ
sinh
[
1√
5
(√
3 ln(h) sinα1 +
√
2φ cosα1 + α2
)]
.
From this we deduce that:
h = e
√
2
3
φ tanα1+
β1
β2
secα1 . (4.8)
If we use this relation in ST then it is obvious that the remaining first-order equations
are very similar to the S1 flow at zero temperature. The analysis of section 3.3 can be
repeated to find that a horizon can only form in combination with a singularity such that
it cannot get cloaked from the perspective of the ST flow. This is expected since the
known finite temperature KT extension requires the T 1,1 modulus ew introduced in (3.40)
to have a non-trivial flow [15]. Nevertheless, it is interesting that explicit solutions to
the HJ equation can be found even at finite temperature. The non-SUSY solutions could
have a finite temperature extension similar to the known KT extension if the relevant T 1,1
modulus is included. However, finding first-order equations for such systems is non-trivial
and we leave this for future work.
10Spherical black hole solutions of 4D gravity coupled to massless scalars and Abelian vector fields have
the following metric: ds2 = −e2Udt2 + e−2U
(
e−4A(τ)dτ2 + e−2A(τ)dΩ22
)
where eA = v−1 sinh(vτ) and
v = 2ST .
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5 Discussion
We have found new SUSY-breaking solutions in type IIA/B supergravity describing throat
geometries supported by fractional p-brane fluxes. The SUSY-breaking is such that the
large radius limit of the solutions is the same as the SUSY solutions [26] and the force
on a probe Dp-brane inside the throat vanishes. Solutions of this kind could be useful as
holographic backgrounds, especially when p = 3, where the solution describes a deformation
of the Klebanov-Tseytlin background [13], dual to a cascading SU(N)×SU(N +M) SUSY
gauge theory. It is of general interest to extend holographic studies of strongly coupled
gauge theories to situations in which SUSY is broken. On the supergravity side this is
typically done using a perturbative approach [42] that can capture small deviations from
the SUSY solution.
In this paper we have shown that one can do better and can integrate the second-order
equations to first-order integrations for deformations that preserve the no-force condition
on a test Dp-brane inside the throat. We have organised the computations using an effective
one-dimensional action that is naturally obtained after reducing the fractional branes to
Minkowski-sliced domain wall solutions in p + 2 dimensions. As a side comment we have
suggested (see appendix A) that the AdS-sliced domain walls of the same (p+2)-dimensional
theories lift to a class of new AdS compactifications. Only when p = 6 have these AdS
compactifications been found explicitly [31–33] and they appear to be SUSY for certain
choices of integration constants [31, 33].
Concerning the newly found non-SUSY deformations of the fractional branes of [26]
we have not yet explored their physical meaning. Like the SUSY backgrounds, naked
singularities arise at small distances and this could be a worry. We found two classes of
solutions and for one class the singularity is in all respects the same as the KT singularity.
As future work one might attempt to find a finite temperature regularisation which would
make the solutions physically acceptable [29]. We have initiated such a search by providing
explicit solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation at finite temperature. Unfortunately,
our solutions most likely do not contain enough shape moduli of the T 1,1 in order to
allow for smooth geometries. Another possible direction is to find a (non-supersymmetric)
deformation of the 6d conifold geometry that renders the 10d solution regular exactly as
it happens for the (supersymmetric) Klebanov-Strassler background. In fact, the gauge
theory analysis of the non-SUSY no-force solution of [16] shows that their supergravity
background describes only one of two UV perturbations related by the Z2 symmetry of the
dual quiver gauge theory. It is plausible that (the regular version of) the solution we found
in this paper is exactly the missing gravity background mentioned in [16].
One can also compute correlation functions of the dual gauge theory holographically
to shed light on the relevance of the new supergravity solutions we have found [38, 39].
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A Curved domain walls as warped AdS vacua?
In this section we consider the same (p+ 2)-dimensional theories (3.17), (3.18) but instead
of flat domain walls we investigate AdS-sliced domain walls.
A.1 D6 branes
Let us first look at 6-branes. For the ordinary 6-brane it is known that it can be obtained as
a domain wall in maximal 8-dimensional gauged SUGRA obtained from an S2 reduction of
the massless IIA SUGRA [43]. Here we discuss the extension to massive IIA which naturally
leads to the fractional D6 solution which is not SUSY [27] (see the explanation around
equation (3.14)). Whether the S2 reduction of massive IIA also leads to a maximal gauged
SUGRA is not known to us and under investigation. At this point we simply work with the
bosonic Kaluza-Klein reduced theory obtained in (3.17), (3.18) without worrying about a
possible fermionic extension that makes it into (a truncation of) a gauged supergravity in
eight dimensions.
If we then consider a domain wall Ansatz with an AdS7 worldvolume then a
would-be solution, defined by a specific profile for f, g, ϕ, φ, b, lifts to the following
10-dimensional solution
ds210 = e
2αϕ(θ)[g2(θ)ds2AdS7 + f
2(θ)dθ2] + e2βϕ(θ)dΩ22 ,
B2 = b(θ)2 , (A.1)
F2 = F0B2 ,
where 2 is the volume element on the S
2 with standard normalised metric dΩ22. This
Ansatz captures the AdS7 compactifications discussed first in [9, 32], which were further
developed and properly understood in [31] (see also [33, 34]). In the latter references the
above solution was not regarded as an AdS7 sliced domain wall in 8 dimensions but as a
warped AdS7 compactification on a compact space that is conformal to an S
3:
ds210 = e
2A(θ)ds2AdS7 + e
2B(θ)
[
dθ2 + sin2(θ)dΩ22
]
. (A.2)
Indeed, by properly choosing the gauge for f(θ) the metric in (A.2) can be mapped to (A.2).
Generically the lift of an AdS-sliced domain wall in some d-dimensional gauged SUGRA
to 10 dimensions does not relate to a compactification because the dimensions perpendicular
to the AdS slicing do not need to be compact. The fact that a compactification is possible
was alluded to in [8, 9] where it was noticed that the presence of the Romans mass allowed
the tadpole condition (Q6 is the total 6-brane charge):∫
S3
F0H = Q6 , (A.3)
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to be satisfied. A full proof that the space was topologically compact was presented in [31]
by finding first-order equations for the solution instead of second-order equations allowing
a numerical treatment of the solutions. The first-order integration was possible since [31]
demonstrated, contrary to the claim in [9], that such an Ansatz could lead to SUSY so-
lutions.11 If the 8-dimensional theory can be seen as a consistent truncation of an 8-
dimensional maximal SUGRA then we furthermore conjecture that the domain wall is also
1/2 SUSY from the point of view of the 8-dimensional theory. Hence, from the point of
view of the curved domain wall, one expects to have a superpotential that provides the
first-order equations for curved domain walls, see for instance [28].
So far we have hinted that the AdS7 solutions constructed entirely from a 10-
dimensional viewpoint can be possibly described within 8-dimensional gauged supergravity
as a (SUSY?) AdS-sliced domain wall solution. Nonetheless the natural lower-dimensional
supergravity to look at should be 7-dimensional half-maximal gauged SUGRA in which
the AdS7 is the natural vacuum. It became a standard lore that flux compactifications to
(SUSY) AdS vacua with space-filling branes lead to gauged supergravity theories in the
lower dimension, if the branes are calibrated and smeared over the internal space [8]. The
smearing procedure implies constant dilaton and the absence of warping. After such a
smearing the AdS solution simplifies to AdS7 × S3 [8] since both eA and eB become con-
stant in that limit and F2 vanishes. Since S
3 is a group manifold one furthermore expects
that the smeared compactification gives rise to a half-maximal SUGRA in 7 dimensions.
Reference [35] has demonstrated that this belief is not founded since this AdS7 solution is
a counterexample.12
A.2 Dp branes
As mentioned above, when the 6-branes are smeared the solution becomes a simple un-
warped AdS7 × S3 solution. Similar vacua can be made in any dimension less than 7 as
well [8, 45]: when a smeared Dp-brane charge is cancelled by a combination of H flux filling
some S3 and F6−p flux filling an orthogonal S6−p then one can solve the 10d equations of
motion if the lower-dimensional part is AdSp+1.
13 The fully localised (i.e. back-reacted) so-
lutions are probably out of reach since the equations for the warp factor, conformal metric
factors, dilaton, and B-field profile will not be ODEs any more when p 6= 6. However, once
the Dp branes are smeared over the S6−p one ends up in a situation which is practically
analogues to the D6 AdS7 solution discussed above. Such a set-up should be described by
the following Ansatz:
ds210 = e
2A(θ)ds2AdSp+1 + e
2B(θ)dΩ26−p + e
2C(θ)
[
dθ2 + sin2(θ)dΩ22
]
,
F8−p = B2 ∧ F6−p ,
B2 = b(θ)2 , (A.4)
F6−p = m6−p ,
11Apart from the SUSY solutions, reference [33] has given evidence for a 1-parameter family of non-SUSY
solutions.
12However, reference [44] mentions that the 7-dimensional gauged SUGRA might still exist.
13Only for p = 5 does this fails at first sight since the absence of curvature of the S1 factor makes the
Einstein equation in that direction inconsistent. However, one could expect that a certain fibration of S1
over S3 could work.
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where A,B,C, b, φ all only depend on θ. The solutions are currently under investigation.
Clearly also here the solutions can be described by an AdS-sliced domain wall after com-
pactification over the S6−p and further over the S2 inside the S3.
For these AdSp+1 solutions, we anticipate physics which is similar to the AdS7 case [9,
31, 33, 34]. The arguments of [9] can directly be used in this situation to demonstrate
that the solution should have a divergent e−φH2 density. From the analogy with the
AdS7 solution we expect that the singularity gets resolved by polarising the p-brane into
a spherical (p + 2)-brane wrapping a finite size 2-sphere inside the S3. The non-compact
“anti-brane” solutions, that have a flat worldvolume Minkp+1 instead of AdSp+1 cannot be
stabilised at finite radius and hence the singularity cannot be resolved that way [46–49].
The case p = 3 is somewhat more intriguing. There one should be able to S-dualise
the solution and smear the 3-brane over the S3 filled with F3 flux instead of H3 flux. The
3-form singularity in this case might get resolved by a spherical NS5 brane. This leads us
to further speculate that the solution with fully-localised 3-branes, which might be out of
reach, would be similar to the (also hypothetical) Polchinski-Strassler (PS) solution [50]
where a web of spherical D5/NS5 branes wrap 2 cycles inside the S5 of the deformed
AdS5 × S5. The crucial difference with the PS configuration is that the (deformed) AdS5
part of the PS solution is replaced by an AdS4-sliced domain wall and the S
5 is replaced by
some fibration of S2 over S3. The space transversal to the AdS4 is also compact. In that
sense one could think of the PS solution in terms of a flat domain wall in 5 dimensions where
the space transversal to the wall is non-compact whereas the new solution is an AdS-sliced
domain wall in 5 dimensions with a compact space transversal to the AdS4 wall.
Similar results are expected for M2 branes with AdS3 worldvolume [51], that can be
regarded as a compactification of 11-dimensional supergravity down to 3 dimensions.
Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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